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We propose that measurements of the antiproton and proton yields in ul

trarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions can provide a sensitive probe of the 
spacetime evolution in these reactions. We estimate the antiproton suppres
sion expected due to annihilation processes for collisions in the energy range 
.fS = 10- 200 AGeV. 
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Experiments with ultrarelativistic nuclear beams on heavy targets offer the op
portunity for studying matter at extreme energy and baryon densities [1]. While 
the suppression of J j'lj; production strongly supports the expectation that matter 
at energy densities > 1 GeV /fm3 is produced [1,2], there is little direct information 
on the baryon density as yet. Global features of the data such as the transverse en
ergy and rapidity distributions are comparably described by a variety of dynamical 
scenarios from string models [3,4,5,6], which describe the nucleus~nucleus collision 
as a superposition of nucleon-nucleon subcollisions, to hyclroclynainic models, which 
incorporate a high degree of collectivity [7]. These models differ dramatically in the 
spacetime evolution of the leading baryons. In the string picture, particle formation 
occurs subsequent to the individual N N subcollisions, so that high-baryon-density 
matter is never realized in the central region. An opposite extrem.e is the Landau 
hydrodynamic model, where the baryons are fleetingly 'stopped' in a high-density 
fireball and then swept to high ra.piclities by shocks. 

In this paper we suggest that antiproton suppression is a sensitive probe of 
the spacetime evolution of baryons in heavy-ion collisions. Specifically, we expect 
that the antiproton-to-proton ratio is suppressed relative to that found in nucleon
nucleon reactions clue to antiba.ryon annihilation with comoving baryons. We derive 
a simple expression for the relative yield in central collisions, 

(1) 

m terms of the proper antiproton-formation time, t 0 , and the average freezeout 
proper time tF. The absorption parameter, 

(2) 

depends on the well-known pp annihilation cross section, the baryonic-charge ra
pidity density dNB/dy, and the projectile radius RA ~ 1.2A113 fm. The ratio (1) is 
analogous to the survival probability of a J j'lj; in a dense hadron gas- the essential 
difference is that the absorption parameter in the J / 'ljJ case depends on the total 
rapidity density of haclrons [8], while (2) depends on the net baryon density. The 
initial antibaryon concentration 

Ro = n(to)/n(to) (3) 

is the ratio of the densities of antibaryons and baryons in the central region in 
configuration space. \iVe expect RD to be roughly the p top measured in pp collisions. 

Measurements of p and p production can be used to extract information on 
spacetime evolution in two alternative ways: 

1. The ratio can be used as a chronometer for measuring the ratio of the freezeout 
time iF to the formation time t0 . 
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2. The ratio can be used as a baryonometer to measure the initial densities of 
baryons and antibaryons. 

In the first capacity, p and p data can provide information on the spacetime evolution 
of the collision complementary to that on t f and t0 from pion interferometry [9] and 
lepton-nucleus data respectively [10]. However, for this the initial ratio R0 must 
be taken from pp data or from some dynamical model. In the second role, we 
can determine the initial densities of baryons and antibaryons in order to gain 
insight on the formation mechanism, provided we have supplementary information 
on the global evolution, e.g., from interferometry data. Novel effects such as quark
gluon-plasma production [11] and color-rope formation [12] and chiral fluctuations 
(A. Mueller in [ 1]) can cause the initial baryon concentration to differ from the 
pp value. As a baryonometer, the probe is therefore sensitive to the collectivity 
associated with high densities in the collision. 

Experimental information on the baryon rapidity distributions at CERN and 
BNL is not currently available, although work is in progress [13]. \\Te combine a final
state interaction model incorporating scaling dynamics [14] with the LUND string 
model to exhibit these complementary roles of p and p measurements. The rapidity 
distributions rapidity distributions expected in the absence of annihilation, based on 
the ATTILA [4] version of the LUND/Fritiof model [3], are shown in Fig. 1. Below, 
we shall use these distributions to illustrate the magnitude of the suppression effect 
due to annihilation. Antibaryons can be annihilated in collisions with comoving 
secondary baryons and 'stopped' valence baryons. The final antiprotons are formed 
both directly and through the decay of more massive antibaryons such as b.'s and 
A's. Annihilation can proceed through a variety of channels, such as N N, b.N, 
and N A. The N N annihilation cross section is large, rv 40 mb [15], at the energies 
typical of interactions between comovers. Annihilation by comoving, i.e., similar
rapidity, baryons is dominant, since the annihilation cross section falls off with . . 
mcreasmg energy. 

In order to study the antibaryon evolution in the presence of baryons, we apply a 
hadrochemistry approach similar to that used by B. Friman in Ref. [1]. Annihilation 
reduces the density of comoving antibaryons at the rate 

(4) 

where n and n are the densities of baryons and antibaryons, and nB = n- n is the 
baryonic-charge density. The rate coefficient (aav) is given by 

(5) 

\Vhere fh and f;; are the phase-space distributions for baryon and antibaryon species 
b and b, and Fbb( s) = { ( s - ( m.b + m:;;) 2

)( s - ( rnb - n?b?) p12 /2 is an invariant flux 
factor. We neglect Pauli blocking in (5), since the phase-space density of each 
baryon species is ~ 1. The density of baryons of species b is nb = Jdfb fb(Eb) for 
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dfb gbd3pb/(27r?, Eb = Jpb 2 + mb2, and 9b the number of spin degrees of freedom. 
Note that a similar formulation has been used in [16] and [17] in the problem of 
subthreshold antiproton production. 

To estimate (a a v), we assume that N N annihilation is typical of the mariy 
channels that contribute to (5), so that (aav) ::::::: (a[/Nv), and take a Boltzmann
like phase-space distribution ]b( E) ex e-E/Tb. The slope parameter n = 160 Mev 
isfixed such that (Jh) ::::::: 0.6 GeV for baryons. Using the parametrization of pp 
annihilation data [15) of Koch and Dover [17], we find 

(6) 

This result, however, changes by less than 1% for Tb m the range from 100 to 
200 MeV. Furthermore, the integrals in (5) are very insensitive tomb. 

In the longitudinally expanding system, the density of antibaryons satisfies 

dnjdt + njt =: (dnjdt)a = -(aav)(nB + n)n, (7) 

where we assume that the four velocity of the flow has roughly the scaling form 
v''::::::: (t2

- z2
)-

112(t,O,O,z) [14). Similarly, baryonic-charge conservation implies 
dn8 /dt + n8 /t = 0, so that nB = n8 (t 0 )t0 /t. If the evolution is dominated by the 
longitudinal expansion from formation at t0 to freezeout at tp, then the baryonic
charge rapidity density 

(8) 

is time independent. We solve ( 4) and find that the rapidity density of antibaryons 
satisfies 

dlVjdyjtF 
dNBjdy 

R 
1-R 

(9) 

where R is the antiproton-to-proton ratio (1 ). Eqs. (8) and (9) are applicable in 
both the hydrodynamic and the kinetic regimes up to the time when transverse 
expansion becomes important. \l\Te assume that freezeout of the baryon-chemistry 
occurs roughly at the time that the flow becomes three-dimensional, tp "'"' RA/vs, 
where vs "'"' 1/J3 is the sound velocity, since the rate term ( dnj dt)a is much smaller 
than the drift term n/t. The formation time is expected to vary between 2- 1 fm 
at Js = 20 GeV to 200 GeV. 

As noted above, the ratio (9) together with measurements of dNpjdy and dNpjdy 
can be used to determine the ratio tp /to, if the initial ratio R0 is extrapolated from 
pp data, or calculated within a specific model. In Fig. 2 we show the final dNy;/dy 
for S + Au and Au + Au at 200 AGeV for various values of tpjt0 • The curve for 
t0 = tp is the initial rapidity density calculated using ATTILA and the other curves 
are obtained using (9). \l\Te see that the suppression of antiproton production can 
be considerable depending on the value of tpft0 . The suppression for other systems 
and energies for y = 0 are compiled in Table 1 (note that the baryon and antibaryon 
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rapidity densities, dN / dy and dN / dy, in Table 1 include all baryonic species - as 
opposed to Fig. 2, where the p distributions are presented). 

Alternatively, we can extract information on the initial rapidity densities from 
data, provided that we know tF/t0 from a dynamical model or from other exper-

·. iments. For the reaction Au+Au, Fig. 3 illustrates how such information can· be 
obtained from the correlation between the measured antiproton yield and the pro
ton contribution to the baryonic-charge rapidity density. The curves correspond to 
fixed values of the initial scalar baryon rapidity density, dNsfdy = dN/ dy + dN / dy, 
a quantity which reflects the degree of excitation of the system. The correlation 
is essentially independent of the beam energy and varies slowly with the projectile 
and target type through the derived dependence on iF/to (cf. eqs.(1), (9)). The 
expected correlations for the initial conditions taken from Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3 
as "data" points. A complex behavior of the scalar density expected from LUND 
for increasing energy is revealed - we see that the initial dN s / dy is relatively high 
at the lowest energy simply because the density of baryons is high due to stopping. 
The scalar density drops as transparency becomes more pronounced ( cf. Fig. 1) but 
rises again at RHIC due to the enhanced production of baryon-antibaryon pairs. 

The full hadrochemistry problem involves back reaction processes that could 
produce antibaryons through a variety of reactions in a high density hadron gas, 
1r1r -----+ N N, pp -----+ N N, etc. \lVe expect that the contribution of these channels 
to antibaryon production will be small, however, since the channels that involve 
the most abundant mesons are endothermic- the 1r, K, 17, p, w, J(* and 17' which 
constitute rv 90% of the secondaries in LUND have masses of less than 1 Ge V so that 
the reactions are threshold suppressed. To illustrate the effect of possible inverse 
processes on the yield, we take the pp channel to be dominant. For nuclear collisions 
at Bevalac energies, Ko and Ge [16] pointed out that the pp channel can be strong, 
since the p is massive and pp -----+ pp has a relatively large branching ratio - they 
estimate"" 5%. Moreover, p's are plentiful at CERN energies, accounting for"" 20% 
of the secondaries. We add the source term (a sv)np 2 to ( 4), where nP is the p density. 
Applying detailed balance to pp annihilation data as in Ref.[16], we find that (asv) ~ 
(ap+p-v) ~ 0.2mb for an effective temperature TP ~ 160 MeV, as characterizes'the 
transverse momentum distribution in LUND. To obtain the upper bounds for the 
final rapidity densities of baryons and antibaryons in Table 1, we assumed that 
dNP/ dy is time-independent and given by the values shown in Fig. 1 . The modified 
rate equation then determines the upper bounds in Table 1; the lower bounds 
correspond to the absence of a p contribution. The conserved-p approximation 
overestimates the effect of antibaryon regeneration by overemphasizing the effect of 
the strongest channel, since p decay is neglected. 

Finally, we briefly comment on antibaryon production at AGS energies. At 
these energies we expect the ~mclei to be fully stopped (see Fig. 1), so that Landau 
hydrodynamics may be more appropriate than our scaling approximation. Further
more, our simplified treatment of freezeout is not applicable because tF is on the 
order of the spread in the formation time t 0 and a much more detailed dynamical 
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calculation is necessary. Our simplified treatment applies only in the scaling regime. 
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I yiS (AGeV) II 10 20 20 200 

A+B Au+ Au S+Au Au+ Au Au+ Au 
dN /dylto 14 7 23 40 
dNjdylto 93 11 48 40 
dNpjdy 90 31 106 132 

dN jdy!tF 0.3-0.7 2.9-3.1 4-5 11-13 
dNjdy!tF 79-80 6.9-7.1 29-30 11-13 

II 6 3.3 6 12 

Table 1. 
Calculated initial and final rapidity densities at y = 0 for the value of tF/t0 

indicated. The rapidity densities of baryons include p, n, A etc. 
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rapidity densities, dN I dy and dN I dy, in Table 1 include all baryonic species - as 
opposed to Fig. 2, where the p distributions are presented). 

Alternatively, we can extract information on the initial rapidity densities from 
-data, provided that we know t F I t0 from a dynamical model or from other ·exper
, iments .. For the reaction Au+Au, Fig. 3 illustrates how such information can be 

obtained from ·the correlation between the measured antiproton yield and the pro
ton contribution-to the baryonic-charge rapidity density. The curves corresponcHo 
fixed values of the initial scalar baryon rapidity density, dN s I dy = dN / dy + dN I dy, 
a quantity which reflects the degree of excitation of the system. The correlation 
is essentially independent of the beam energy and varies slowly with the projectile 
and target type through the derived dependence on tplto (cf. eqs.(1), (9)). The 
expected correlations for the initial conditions taken from Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3 
as "data" points. A complex behavior of the scalar density expected from LUND 
for increasing energy is revealed - we see that the initial dN s I dy is relatively high 
at the lowest energy simply because the density of baryons is high due to stopping. 
The scalar density drops as transparency becomes more pronounced ( cf. Fig. 1) but 
rises again at RHIC due to the enhanced production of baryon-antibaryon pairs. 

The full hadrochemistry problem involves back reaction processes that could 
produce antibaryons through a variety of reactions in a high density hadron gas, 
1r1r ---+ N N, pp ---+ N N, etc. We expect that the contribution of these channels 
to a.ntibaryon production will be small, however, since the channels that involve 
the most abundant mesons are endothermic- the 1r, K, 17, p, w, J(* and 171 which 
constitute"' 90% of the secondaries in LUND have masses ofless than 1 Ge V so that 
the reactions are threshold suppressed. To illustrate the effect of possible inverse 
processes on the yield, we take the pp channel to be dominant. For nuclear collisions 
at Bevalac energies, Ko a.nd Ge [16] pointed out that the pp channel can be strong, 
since the p is massive and pp ---+ pp has a relatively large branching ratio - they 
estimate"' 5%. Moreover, p's are plentiful at CERN energies, accounting for rv 20% 
of the secondaries. We add the source term (asv)np 2 to ( 4), where np is the p density. 
Applying detailed balance to pp annihilation data as in Ref.[16], we find that (a 8 V) ~ 
(ap+rv) ~ 0.2mb for an effective te!nperature TP ~ 160 MeV, as characterizesthe 
transverse momentum distribution in LUND. To obtain the upper bounds for the 
final rapidity densities of baryons and a.ntibaryons in Table 1, we assumed that 
dNPI dy is time-independent and given by the values shown in Fig. 1 . The modified 
rate equation then determines the upper bounds in Table 1; the lower bounds 
correspond to the absence of a p contribution. The conserved-p approximation 
overestimates the effect of antibaryon regeneration by overemphasizing the effect of 
the strongest channel, since p decay is neglected. 

Finally, we briefly comment on antibaryon production at AGS energies. At 
these energies we expect the nuclei to be fully stopped (see Fig. 1), so that Landau 
hydrodynamics may be more appropriate than our scaling approximation. Further
more, our simplified treatment of freezeout is not applicable because tp is on the 
order of the spread in the formation time t 0 and a much more detailed dynamical 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Rapidity distributions of baryons, antibaryons and p mesons in the absence 
of final-state interactions, calculated for Au+Au. 

Fig. 2 Final rapidity distribution of antiprotons in 200 AGeV S+Au and Au+Au 
for tF(S +Au) ""' 5 fm and tF(Au +Au) ""' 12 fm and various t 0 . 

Fig. 3 Correlation of the final rapidity densities of antiprotons and of the proton 
contribution to the baryonic-charge, for various assumed initial scalar baryon 
rapidity densities dNs/dy (baryons + antibaryons). The calculated "data" 
points are from table 1. 
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